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Explanatory answers (for selected questions)

16. The correction in C should be ‘if you do not want’ or ‘unless you want’.  The word ‘unless’
means ‘if ... not’.

17. ‘With’ should be replaced with ‘by’.

18. The correct expression is ‘to cry one’s heart out’.

19. The word ‘will’ in the clause with ‘if’ is incorrect usage. The correction is ‘if we do not’.

24-28. The sequence is II, IV, III, V, I. III follows IV as ‘this well-known phrase’ has its reference in II,
and the word ‘however’ in III adds something more to what is said in IV. V cannot follow I
as it is not logical to first list the two questions and then say what the questions are about
- its context.

29. The sentence required for the blank should continue the idea. The previous sentence is
about the disadvantage of animals as the means of transportation. This is indicated by the
words ‘no doubt .... but they took long time....’. The words ‘also’ and ‘depended on man’  in
choice D render it the best answer. Choice B, actually a repetition of the previous sen-
tence, is unfit. Choices A and C are advantages and so are misfits.

32. ‘And so they take it as a license to kill…’ is an inference.

33. The statement can be verified, so it is a fact.

34. ‘Carelessness and recklessness are the sole causes’ is a matter of opinion.

35. ‘Hence there is violence’ is an inference.

36. ‘Warn’ in A rules out option A.

42. ‘Calm blue sea’ points to tranquil atmosphere, and natural sceneries. ‘Legends and myths’
point to food for thought. ‘A buzzing place’ indicates a crowded place where people are
busy, which is the very thing Pearl Escapade (being the perfect getaway) avoids.
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